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Accu Tech USA

Iconics

Optex FA

electro-mechanical actuators

visualization software

Air Vise

Icotek

photoelectric sensors, displacement sensors,
vision sensors, LED lighting, non-contact
thermometers

table and rotary vise

cable management, shielding and strain relief

Altech

IDEM

enclosures, interface modules, strain reliefs,
disconnect switches and push button

safety switches

Pick-it

Inxpect

Arista
industrial PCs and displays

radar-based, volumetric safety barrier, motion
sensors

robot 3D vision for pick and place
Universal Robots Certified

R+W Couplings
motor coupling, torque limiters and line shafts

Rittal

Asyril
flexible 3-axis vibration feeders

Built Systems
machine frames, assembly tables and ergonomic
worstations

Blue Danube- AIRSKIN
pressure sensitive skin for robots,
cobots and End-of-Arm-Tooling (EOAT)

Cisco
networking, cloud, and cybersecurity
solutions

Lintech
screw and belt driven slides

LMI Technologies
3D laser profile sensors, 3D
snapshot sensors, 3D scanners

industrial enclosures and accessories,
power management systems, climate control,
and IT enclosure systems

Robotiq
2-finger and 3-finger robot grippers, multi-axis
force and torque sensor, wrist camera
Universal Robots Certified

LS Electric
drives, relays, starters, circuit breakers
panel solutions, energy storage solutions

LUTZE
high flexible cable for VFD, servo, Ethernet,
Fieldbus I/O, motor cable assemblies, electronic
load monitoring

Robotunits
world class fastening and extrusion systems for
machine bases, safety guarding, conveyors and
linear motion

ROEQ
solutions for MiR robots

Crevis
remote I/O System, CC-Link IE Field Basic,
CC Link IE Field

Datalogic
laser markers, barcode readers,
vision, safety and sensors

Marathon Electric
AC motors

Mecademic
small compact precision robots

Mechatronic Systems

Del-Tron
ball/crossed roller bearing slides

Diequa
gearbox, gear-heads, speed reducers,
gear-motors, jack screws

Dorner
conveyor automation

pre-engineered, pre-tested, EASY
solutions for robotics, and manufacturing
automation

pneumatic rotary actuators

Schmalz
vacuum technology for automation, clamping
and lifter systems

Secomea
secure communication made easy for remote
access to industrial equipment

Mencom
panel interface connectors, molded cables, and
receptacles

Micron Industries
power supplies, transformers, sag buffers and
mini UPS

EasyRobotics
robotic parts feeders, and palletizers

Rotomation

Socomec
fusible and non-fusible disconnect switches,
manual and remote operated transfer switches,
single, and multi-circuit power
monitoring/metering

TAKEX
MiR

industrial sensing products

mobile industrial robots

Exlar

Telit IoT Platforms

roller screw drive electric actuators

Mitsubishi Electric
EXM Enclosures
electrical enclosures

PLCs, HMIs, SCARA & 6 axis
robots, servo systems, VFDs, low
voltage switchgear

DeviceWISE smart factory, and
Industry 4.0 IIoT turnkey solutions

Universal Robots
collaborative robotics

Fabco-Air
pneumatic components

Festo Corp.
pneumatic actuators, valves and
electromechanical automation components

Moxa
industrial Ethernet switches,
wireless & cellular routers, video
servers and media converters

Neugart
precision servo gearheads

Flexxbotics
localization and connectivity to increase
utilization for Universal Robots

NIDEC-SHIMPO
gearheads, cycloidal speed
reducers and traction drives

Hokuyo
safety laser scanners, laser range-finding
scanners

On Robot
collaborative grippers, multi-axial force/torque
sensors. Universal Robots Certified

Wago
terminal blocks and I/O modules

WEG
electric motors, drives, and controls

Weintek
human machine interface, display of PLC devices
on HDTV, tablet HMI

Wiegmann
electrical enclosures, NEMA, nonmetallic,
standard, modified and specials
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